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Research-led,
teacher-informed,
and co-delivered 
professional 
development and 
resources. 

Specialist Teachers 
deliver training to 

their four hub 
schools: Monthly 
Teacher Research 
Groups, lesson 
observation & 

discussion, resource 
creation, annual hub 

conference

NCELP delivers 
monthly half days 

of training to 
Specialist 

Teachers: Research 
evidence, 

principles, & 
resources

Residential 
for 18 

Specialist 
Teachers

https://ncelp.org/
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The Nine Lead Schools
 Dartford Grammar School, Dartford

 Dixons Kings Academy, Bradford

 Presdales School, Ware, Hertfordshire

 Sir William Borlase’s Grammar School, Marlow

 St James’ School, Exeter

 The Broxbourne School, Broxbourne, Hertfordshire

 Archbishop Temple School, Preston

 Blatchington Mill School and Sixth Form, Hove

 Cardinal Hume Catholic School, Gateshead

Working with 9 Hubs:
9 Lead Schools, each with 4 hub schools

https://www.dartfordgrammarschool.org.uk/
http://www.dixonska.com/
http://www.presdales.herts.sch.uk/
https://www.swbgs.com/
https://www.stjamesexeter.co.uk/
https://www.broxbourne.herts.sch.uk/
https://www.archbishoptemple.lancs.sch.uk/
https://www.blatchingtonmill.org.uk/
http://www.cardinalhume.com/


Driving NCELP’s activities: 
Promoting intrinsic motivation

Improve pedagogy 
Helps language development
Gives learners sense of progression, improves self-
efficacy 
Increases intrinsic motivation
increases numbers studying languages



Evidence about association between pedagogy 
and motivation to learn foreign languages 

Pupils are motivated by:

perceptions of ‘ease’ and ‘achievement following effort’
Graham (2004) 

attitudes to lessons and of ‘ease of learning’
Taylor & Marsden (2014) OASIS summary

being able to ‘sound out’ words (read!)
Erler & Macaro (2012) OASIS summary

https://oasis-database.org/concern/summaries/n296wz13w?locale=en
https://oasis-database.org/concern/summaries/r207tp32d?locale=en


NCELP team

Dr Inge Alferink
Nick Avery

Resource Developers

Victoria Hobson

Stephen Owen

CPD Providers

Andy Wood

Dr Nick Sephton

Tech team for 

Gaming Grammar
Dr Frank Feng

Dr Sebastian Pelucha

Tech team, 

Resource Portal

Ann Mannion, Heather Bradley, Wendy Burns

Management & Administration

Director: 

Prof Emma Marsden (University of York)

Co-Director: 

Dr Rachel Hawkes (Comberton School Trust)

Prof. Suzanne Graham (University of Reading): 

KS2-3 transition, literature.

Dr. Rowena Kasprowicz (University of Reading): 

KS2 knowledge about language, grammar

Rene Koglbauer (University of Newcastle): school FL 

policy, CALL, leadership training

David Shanks (Harris Federation): school FL 

policy, CALL, learning across the ability groups

Dr. Robert Woore (University of Oxford): learning 

and teaching phonics, reading, vocab

Research & CPD Specialists



Approaches to pedagogy



Putting classroom FL learning in context…

In your home language: 

17,520 hours exposure by age 4
(Roffwarg et al., 1966, cited in Collins & Muñoz, 2016)

Infants hear 2,000 -15,000 words a DAY! (varies with SES) 

(Weisleder & Fernald, 2013) 

Foreign language in England: 

429 hours in KS3 + KS4 combined 

(ages 11-16)

Our expectations are VERY high

Conscious learners -> 

Skill acquisition theory.

General cognitive 

models of learning 
(little reliance on innate 

linguistic or statistical learning) 

DeKeyser, 2015 & 2017



Bachman (1990)
Canale & Swain (1980)
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What does it mean to ‘know a language’?



NCELP pedagogy

• Phonics

• Vocabulary

• Grammar

• Meaningful practice

Pupils need to gain systematic knowledge of the vocabulary, grammar, and sound and 

spelling systems (phonics) of their new language, and how these are used by speakers of 

the language. They need to reinforce this knowledge with extensive planned practice and 

use it in order to build the skills needed for communication. (MFL Pedagogy Review, p.3)



Material licensed as CC BY-NC-SA 4.0Stephen Owen

Francophoniques

dansX
SFC a

animal
i

midi
eu

deux
e

je
au
gauche

ou
nous

SFE

timide
a

écrire
en/an
enfant

on
Non!

ê/è
tête

ai
vrai

oi
voir

ch
chercher

c
ici

qu
question

j
jour

tion
Attention!

ien
bien

un
un

ain/in
train

u
tu X

X

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/4.0/


Word Frequency ranking Part of speech

1 la plaza 806 noun

2 la iglesia 437 noun

3 el teatro 605 noun

4 ser 7 verb

5 grande 66 adjective

6 pequeño/a 202 adjective

7 estar 21 verb

8 cerca (de) 1042 adverb

9 lejos (de) 833 adverb

10 el museo 1114 noun

En la ciudad [in town]
Mixing word classes – reducing 
the need to ‘slot and fill’



Grammar in FL: Key recommendations from 
Pedagogy Review

Provide 

 an explicit but succinct description of the feature

▪ practice understanding the feature in ‘input’ (reading / listening)

▪ practice in productive use, in a range of contexts

▪ standard grammatical terminology



Practice of the grammar point in ‘input language’

Example: French 1st person present versus past tense with avoir (je vs. j’ai)
Listen to these people talking about what they normally do at the weekend and what they did 
last weekend. You will hear each sentence twice.

You will hear the whole sentence but the only clue is 
whether you hear “je” (something happens regularly) or 
“j’ai” (past).

1. Normalement Le weekend dernier
2. Normalement Le weekend dernier
3. Normalement Le weekend dernier
4. Normalement Le weekend dernier
5. Normalement Le weekend dernier

Removed temporal adverb
and
kept main verb constant 
(no phonemic difference 
between present tense and 
past participle, e.g. fais vs. fait)

→ Use presence/absence of 
auxiliary and connect to 
meaning to identify the tense

(Marsden, 2006)



https://resources.ncelp.org/

https://resources.ncelp.org/




High quality peer-reviewed research very difficult to 
access – conceptually, physically

in 8,616 references in professional publications for teacher audiences 

12% were to the 29 academic journals that publish on language 
learning & teaching

> 1/3 had NO references to academic research journals

Marsden & Kasprowicz (2017) 

Very few teachers ever read 

research, but “we WANT to 

know about research findings!!” 



One page, non-technical, openly accessible 

summaries of high quality peer-reviewed, 

international research

OASIS: https://oasis-database.org

Open Accessible Summaries in Language Studies

among many others

https://oasis-database.org/
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rule-based correction better than recasts for low proficiency learners

both feedback types beneficial for high-proficiency learners.

For simple feature -

Classifiers

recasts = give corrected form of error

versus 

rule-based = give corrected form 

followed by explanation of rule

For complex feature 

Perfective -le
recasts not very effective for low proficiency, but benefitted high proficiency 

rule-based correction beneficial to learners at both proficiency levels



https://tinyurl.com/oasisalerts

To receive monthly alerts about new 

summaries arriving on OASIS, visit: 

https://tinyurl.com/oasisalerts
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Why teach phonics in a FOREIGN language? 
(no ready-made sound system to map to symbols!!)

without explicit phonics teaching, decoding 
(letters to sounds) limited (Woore, 2008)

decoding associated positively with 
motivation

helps access new written and spoken 
language autonomously and accurately

 supports vocabulary learning

https://resources.ncelp.org/

Research on current FL phonics teaching in England by Robert Woore, Alison Porter 

https://resources.ncelp.org/


Vocabulary in FL

“Vocabulary to be taught should be informed by frequency 

of occurrence in the language, and special attention should 

be paid to common verbs in the early stages... A 

consequence of not attending to frequency of occurrence in 

vocabulary choice is pupils realising that they cannot say or 

understand basic things in the language.”

TSC 2016. Modern Foreign Languages Pedagogy Review. A review of modern foreign languages 

teaching practice in key stage 3 and key stage 4. (Chair: Ian Bauckham). Teaching Schools Council.

Research by Milton, Meara, Marsden & David, Hacker, Woore on lexical learning in early stages



vocabulary learning and the case of expectations in England

vocabulary knowledge (breadth alone, not even depth or 
fluency/automaticity) is most important predictor of outcomes 

 across modes (production & comprehension) and modalities (oral & written).  

pre-intermediate learners tend to ‘know’ about 2,000 words

= expected vocabulary size at CEFR Threshold B1 level

 1772 words on the AQA Spanish Higher Minimal Core Vocabulary list

 excludes cognates and exams MUST test other words.

 only about half on board’s list are in most frequent 2,000 words in Spanish language

 So, to get top marks, learners actually need nearer 3,000 words

 Estimates of how many words pupils have on average at GCSE have been around 1,000 – 2,000

NCELP is helping teachers to determine: 

 Which words learners need to know; How can words be effectively taught and retained





https://ncelp.org/

https://ncelp.org/


Next steps for NCELP:

Summer 2019

Schemes of Work

Full day hubs, each with 10 extra schools

Autumn term 2019

Autumn Residential (Oxford)

Motivations to learn

Online grammar digital game, with individualized feedback

Using rich texts – literature

Use of the target language

Spring term 2020

Error correction

KS2-3 transition

Knowledge of grammar brought from primary school


